Equipment list bodily hygiene and beautification

Disposable razor A cheap piece of plastics with an equally cheap piece of blade
(pre War)
attached to it. It's best not to even think about going against the
grain with this.

5$
0,1 pound

Safety razor with A master piece of shaving technology and another proof of the
30 $ grip
exchangeable
extravagance of the pre War society. The durable piece is the grip, 25 $ blade
blades (pre War) the blade (often, there were even several blades at once) can be
exchanged at will.
s.a. 0,5 po.
Folding razor

Manicure set

Before the War only used by connoisseurs of the fine arts and the
last barbers, after the War, they have started making them new,
because they are easier to produce than safety razors with
exchangeable blades. Available in all forms, from simple plastics
shells up to ivory shells with Damascene blades.

s.a. 15 $

For cared for hands, that want to make a good impression.

s.a. 20 $

s.a. 0,7
pounds

0,5 pounds
Shampoo

Good for the hairs, good for the scalp and in many cases even
good against dandruff. A true luxury item.

s.a. 30 $
1 pound

Soap

Soap is the must have of body hygiene articles. Available in the
most diverse variations, from almond soap to simple curd soap.

s.a. 10 $
0,5 pounds

Deep conditioner For strained hair that has gone through some rough times. And for s.a. 40 $
that distinctive glow that you normally only get with Gamma Gulp
Beer.
0,2 pounds
Nail scissors/nail The basic equipment for basic foot and hand nail care.
clippers

s.a. 20 $
0,1 pounds

Perfume

Smelling nice is still desirable in the Wasteland. Expensive
s.a. 50 $
perfumes from before the Great War is worth it's weight in gold,
but even after the War, there are some here and there, that produce 0,2 pounds
special fragrances.

Deodorant

Whether as an aerosol or one one to roll on, deodorants are, like
perfumes, quite desirable, but not quite as expensive.

s.a. 25 $
0,3 pounds

Pack of paper
handkerchiefs

A pack of paper handkerchiefs to wipe one's nose. Exclusively a
pre War product.

s.a. 15 $
0,1 pounds

Cloth
handkerchief

A big, square piece of cloth to wipe one's nose. High society uses
silk ones, often even with monogram.

s.a. 5 $
0,1 pounds

Nail file

Another instrument used to beautify the hands.

s.a. 15 $
0,1 pounds

lipstick/mascara/ A load of pre War products used to beautify the female face. May
other Make-Up grant a +10 bonus on beguile/seduce.

s.a. 15 $
s.a. 0,1 po.

Epilator

s.a. 50 $

Meant for hair removal at the legs (and other body parts). Shaved
legs may possibly grant a +10 bonus to beguile/seduce.

s.a. 1 po.

Hair removal
wax

Wax used to remove hair on all conceivable body parts. Also
s.a. 10 $
produced after the War. Very painful. Shaved legs may grant a +10
bonus to beguile/seduce.
0,3 pounds

Toilet paper

Do I really have to explain that? A luxury item, post War
production started pretty soon. But nothing is more comfortable
than the expensive four-ply paper from before the War.

s.a. 5 $
0,3 pounds
(roll)

Tooth pick

A hundred piece pack of tooth picks. Supposedly they deforested
whole forests, back before the War, just for such a silly thing as
dental hygiene.

s.a. 10 $

Most fundamental tools of dental hygiene. Available in various
levels of quality, from simple post War products to the deluxe
whitening and gum protecting toothpaste.

s.a. 20 $

Toothbrush &
Toothpaste

0,1 pounds

0,3 pounds

